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1. ^ : 1*5=5

Fill in the blanks :

(a) (?PSR I

Fashion are people who are
influential in fashion.

(b) ^ 1^ C'lTPPR
^ ̂ I

A flat collar is a collar that lies on

the neckline of the garment.
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( 2 )

(c) ^'5^5 ̂ 5;^

During the Vedic Era, a cloth
draped around the body.

(d) ^ W&I csn^m W5

is a long coat which was popular
in South Asia during the Mughal period.

(e) CTOT^I

Short lived fashion is .

2. 9m {9 %&t) : 2x5=10

Write the definition (any five) :

(a) CPSR

Fashion

(b)

Costume

(c)

Style

(d)

Texture

(e) ^151^ (?TO

Classic fashion

(f)

Bias cut
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( 3 )

3. ^ ̂ (ft «ni5n %6l) : 3*5=15

Write only answer (any fiv^ :

(a) csn w ^ 2BFm

Name three types of cloth used during

Mughal period.

(b)

Name three different sources of fashion.

(C) R>R«fr< ^ 1^ '

Name three top fashion designers in
India.

(d)

Name three types of collar.

(e) 2PP1^ CDiil^ ^ '

Name three types of sleeve.

(f) ^ I

Name three types of pocket.

4. -5^ (1^ cron 1^^) : 4x3=12

Write short notes on (any three) :

(a) am

Fashion forecasting
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( 4 )

(b)

Trickle-down theory

(c) ^I'sf

Traditional clothes

(d)

Design and communication

5. ^ : 1x4=4

Write the full forms of the following :

NIFT, GIFT, NEIFT, IIT

6. (?P5^ "KiF 1% ? "53^ 1% 1% ? <?TO

15aF4 ^ I 1+4+2=7

What is fashion cycle? What are the different

stages of fashion cycle? Show the representa
tion of fashion cycle in diagram.

Or

«i}^ I 7

Describe the role of a designer.
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